Advantages of using newly developed quartz contact lens with slit illumination from operating microscope.
The purpose of this article is to report the characteristics and advantages of using a newly designed quartz contact lens with slit illumination from an operating microscope for intraocular surgery. The new contact lens is made of quartz. The lens is convex-concave and is used in combination with slit illumination from an operating microscope. The optical properties of quartz make this lens less reflective with greater transmittance. The combination of a quartz contact lens with slit illumination provided a brighter and wider field of view than conventional lenses. This system enabled us to perform bimanual vitrectomy and scleral buckling surgery without indirect ophthalmoscope. Small intraocular structures in the posterior pole or in the periphery were detected more easily. In conclusion, the newly designed quartz lens with slit beam illumination from an operating microscope provided a bright, clear and wide surgical field, and allowed intraocular surgery to be performed more easily.